High Selectivity Toward C2H4 Production over Cu Particles Supported by Butterfly-Wing-Derived Carbon Frameworks.
Converting carbon dioxide to useful C2 chemicals in a selective and efficient manner remains a major challenge in renewable and sustainable energy research. Herein, we adopt butterfly wings to assist the preparation of an electrocatalyst containing monodispersed Cu particles supported by nitrogen-doped carbon frameworks for an efficient reduction of CO2. Benefiting from structure advantages and the synergistic effect between nitrogen dopants and stepped surface-rich Cu particles, the resulting catalyst exhibited a high faradic efficiency of 63.7 ± 1.4% for ethylene production (corresponding to an ethylene/methane products' ratio of 57.9 ± 5.4) and an excellent durability (∼100% retention after 24 h). This work presents some guidelines for the rational design and accurate modulation of metal heterocatalysts for high selectivity toward ethylene from CO2 electroreduction.